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Abstract: The research deals with the importance of education against cyber crimes in today’s world.
One of the solutions is through so-called cyber ranges. First two chapters briefly explain the current
problematic and present some representatives of cyber ranges. The work continues by stress testing
of the selected cloud computing platform that is the most suitable for cyber range purposes. Based on
the results, servers/devices are purchased, which form the basis of the future Cyber Arena in BUT.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We live in a world where technology and vast amounts of data play a significant role in everyday life.
Recently, they are also developing very rapidly and it is expected that their growth will continue at
the same or even higher pace. However, there is also a higher probability of security risk. This fact
gives the attackers a substantial advantage over the defenders. Another critical point is that today’s
attackers may not have the complex knowledge to perform cyber attacks. There are many automated
tools available on the Internet that are not complicated to use. Or conversely, use the created exploit
for the vulnerability (e.g. in an outdated version of the system). That is why we are increasingly
encountering cyber attacks, because even a beginner can become an attacker today.

The company usually has a security policy customized to its own needs. However, even the most
secure system can be compromised. Attacks can come at any time and their nature can change im-
mediately. Highly skilled attackers are constantly evolving, testing, innovating, and developing new
tools. No one is immune from government organizations to the smallest family business. Therefore,
it is necessary to educate public or professional experts to be able to plan for potential attacks and pre-
pare for their consequences and generally to know how to limit such security risks. These purposes
are greatly fulfilled by cyber range – platform, responsible for the complete preparation of various
simulated scenarios, where users are exposed to diverse challenges [1].

As these platforms are usually paid for a considerable amount of money, there is ongoing work on
the own cyber range in BUT named Cyber Arena. This platform will be used in the education of
a couple of university courses to improve students’ awareness of the cyber crimes mentioned earlier.

2 CYBER RANGES IN CZECH REPUBLIC AND WORLD

Cyber ranges may be owned by governments, industries, and academic institutions. Because they
manage virtual resources, their usage is not limited to the organization’s local network, but could be
available also by Internet across the world, so they can be used by private as well as public organiza-
tions along with students, researchers, trainers and education providers. There are tens of platforms
available today that can be classified on the basis of infrastructure association as public (CyberBit,
KYPO), private (IBM, KYPO), or federated (NATO, CRATE) [1]. Below is described the largest
cyber range platform in Czech Republic and another one important from around the world.
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KYPO Cyber Range Platform (KYPO CRP) is developed by Masaryk University since 2013, and is
entirely based on state-of-the-art approaches such as containers, infrastructures as a code, microser-
vices, and open-source software, including cloud computing technology – OpenStack. KYPO CRP
focuses on two use cases: (1) creates a pool of virtual environments using user-prepared definitions;
(2) provides GUI for training, each run of training has an assigned virtual environment created in
case 1. At the end of the year 2020, KYPO CRP becomes open-source [2].

CyberBit was founded in 2015. Trainees operate in a hyper-realistic environment which includes
a configurable corporate network, commercial security tools, emulated traffic, and simulated attacks
with various levels of difficulty. CyberBit provides the creation of sessions for training the latest
online threats, such as ransomware, web server shutdown, and denial of service attacks. Within the
sessions, this platform also provides: instructors, a wide range of precreated scenarios, and all without
the need of implementation on own servers. The main disadvantage of this platform is its price, and
as a long-term solution it is therefore not entirely suitable [3].

Cyber range must be capable of a wide range of functions. The most important is the virtualization of
secure environments for users, including communication infrastructure (firewalls, routers, networks,
VPNs – Virtual Private Networks, etc.), servers with remote access (VMs – Virtual Machines, or
containers), and segregating these structures into separate projects – all in an automated way. Based
on [4], the cloud computing platform OpenStack is chosen as the core of the Cyber Arena.

3 PERFORMANCE TESTING AND RESULTS

Within the measurement, scenarios are created to determine how much the given scenario depends on
HW resources such as: disk, CPU, RAM, or network utilization. Based on these results, servers for
the cyber arena will be purchased. As a test environment, the entire structure of the Cyber Arena is
deployed on 1 VM with significantly weaker HW parameters, so that the overload condition can be
easily reached during the measurement. Parameters of mentioned VM are: 8 CPUs, 32 GB of RAM,
and 200 GB of disk. Test scenarios are divided into three groups that are described below.

The first group of scenarios focuses on the complexity of subcommands (small scenarios) of Open-
Stack, to effectively separate which processes have the greatest impact on the HW load. The individ-
ual scenarios and their consumption of HW resources are described in table 1. The effect of scenarios
on CPU load cannot be clearly determined – the results are greatly influenced by OpenStack actions
performed at different intervals. The last three instances were created using the cirros image with
parameters: 512 MB of RAM, 1 CPU, 1 GB of disk, and connection to a private virtual network.

The second group focused on the creation of a complex scenario with stress test implementation.
The scenario consists of 2 VMs in separate networks – client and HTTP/FTP server. The client then
constantly downloads a large file and accesses to the web page. During the measurement, CPU was
overloaded up to 2.8 times in 7 concurrently running scenarios. Despite the considerable overload,
the system was able to handle the load and there were no errors, collisions, or packet losses on
the individual virtual interfaces. Instead, the total generated traffic was decreased to 42.1 % of the
previous speed (from 16.48 Mbit/s to 7.05 Mbit/s).

From previous measurements, it is still not possible to unambiguously determine what effect the
individual load scenarios have on HW resources. The previous scenario is therefore divided into four
practical scenarios, which represent the third group of measurements: (1) S21 – create a sandbox
of an attacker (kali-linux-top10 image) with connection to 1 virtual network and 1 router; (2)
S22 – same as S21, plus with a created vulnerability web server (webgoat-8.0 image); (3) S23 –
same as S22, but each sandbox is attached to its own virtual network; (4) S24 – same as S23, but the
router now becomes a firewall with some rules implemented. As the stress testing, scripts simulating
the basic behavior of a student in the role of an attacker are prepared. First of all, the student scans
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Table 1: Consumption of HW resources by OpenStack commands

Scenario
Sx

RAM
[MiB]

Disk
[MiB]

CPU
[%]

S1: create virtual network (N) 9,1 ≈ 0 can’t be determined
S2: create cirtual router (R) ≈ 0 ≈ 0 can’t be determined
S3: attach N to R 8,1 0,1 can’t be determined
S4: create firewall (FW) rule 0,6 ≈ 0 can’t be determined
S5: create FW policy (FWP) ≈ 0 ≈ 0 can’t be determined
S6: add FW rule to FWP ≈ 0 2,3 can’t be determined
S7: create FW 14,7 0,1 can’t be determined
S8: add FWP to FW ≈ 0 ≈ 0 can’t be determined
S9: apply FW to R 3,9 0,1 can’t be determined
S10: create new project ≈ 0 30,3 can’t be determined
S11: create user in project 0,4 ≈ 0 can’t be determined
S12: create VM 239,8 56,7 ≈ 1,63
S13: create container 91,8 0,5 ≈ 0,19
S14: create sandbox container 191 1,7 ≈ 0,40

adjacent networks looking for a vulnerable server with open ports (using nmap). The moment he
finds it, he registers, logs in and at random short intervals, he loads pages containing training for
various web vulnerabilities. Web browsing is handled using 2 tools: (1) curl (gets only partial
content of pages); (2) phantomjs (supports JavaScript code). Part of the results for these steps is
shown in graphs 1.
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Figure 1: HW resources usage within nmap stress testing
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All graphs and measured data are part of the research report due to the large scale. Based on the
measurements, it can be concluded that the creation of a virtual infrastructure has the highest impact
on it. OpenStack archives logs that are too large when the log files reach a size (approximately
400–520 MiB), this activity was recorded many times in the measurements (negative values of disk
usage). Conversely, the activities of instances are the most dependent on CPU computing power. If
the system is overloaded, the process operation is slowed down. As a result, the flow of data across
virtual networks or the generation of data flow is reduced.

From the 3rd group of scenarios also follows: (1) The first deployment of the scenario has a much
higher RAM usage than the following (consumed initially by OpenStack services); (2) The communi-
cation through a router in S23 scenario doesn’t have a significant effect on HW resources compared to
S22 (slight increased RAM is recorded only for nmap loads); (3) Communication via firewall (S24)
also has almost no effect on HW resources compared to the router (S23); (4) The higher load in the
S21 scenario for the nmap load is due to the higher scanning frequency, as there is no web server
in the network and 1 load cycle then takes 10 times less compared to S22–S24. It also means that
scanning the network itself is more difficult than scanning the server ports; (5) Significant use of the
S23 disk was caused probably by unknown causes. In addition, mentioned disk usage was always
only during the stress testing. After stopping the load, the size of the disk returned to a similar state
as before the measurement; (6) The higher data flow in scenarios S23 and S24 is due to the twice
number of interfaces between communications.

4 BUILDING THE CYBER ARENA

Based on section 3, several of HW components were purchased. For the implementation of the
Cyber Arena, a workplace containing: 3 HP servers, a Smart UPS unit, and Mikrotik optical router
with support for SFP+ and SFP28 technologies, was created. The workplace diagram is shown in
figure 2 a), and the current physical involvement is shown in figure 2 b).
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Figure 2: Cyber Arena cloud
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Linux operating system with CentOS 8.2 distribution was installed on all servers. Hardware param-
eters after OS installation are filled in table 2. The HW capabilities of the Cyber Arena are equal
to approximately 1/34 of CPU performance, 1/17 of RAM, and 1/50 of disk (including hardware
RAID1 and RAID5 redundancy) compared to the previous experimental environment. Cloud Core
router has implemented own scripts for automated backup and firmware upgrades also with a sophis-
ticated firewall to prevent students or viruses to escape from Cyber Arena. Moreover, it serves for
VPN connections for students and administrators. After they connect to the private network, they will
be able to access all applications and tools available in Cyber Arena.

Table 2: Servers HW parameters

Hostname CPUs
[-]

RAM
[GB]

Disk (SSD+HDD)
[GB]

Ethernet
ports [-]

Fiber
ports [-]

arena-ctrl01 6 32 +16 swap 0+2700 2 2
arena-comp01 256 256 +4 swap 960+2700 4 2
arena-comp02 256 256 +4 swap 960+2700 4 2

5 CONCLUSION

Cyber ranges represent an innovative solution designed for preparing security environments to ef-
fectively train users against today’s cyber crimes. They can emulate thousands of scenarios for both
beginners and professionals and in the academic sphere, the cyber range offers an integral opportunity
to try out theoretical information in practice. Within the article, three sets of scenarios were created
including stress testing that simulate the basic behave of students. Based on the measured results,
devices and servers representing the basis for the Cyber Arena were purchased. At present, they are
fully operational to provide the creation of security environments. Furthermore, Cyber Arena has im-
plemented tools to enable: central logging using Kibana and database Elasticsearch; and monitoring
HW and OpenStack resources using Grafana visualization and Prometheus data collection.

There are ongoing works on a web-based training application that will guide students through pre-
pared cyber games. There is also a need to simplify complex scenarios creation – the only possible
solution is offered by the Heat OpenStack orchestration service. Thus, another work in progress is to
automate the creation of Heat templates. In the future, the mentioned works will be completed and
the first cyber games will be implemented.
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